How does the nucleus move within the cell? How is the nucleus compartmentalized? How is nuclear size maintained? How is chromatin organized within the nucleus? These are a few of the questions related to nuclear cell biology addressed by our Minisymposium.
cytoplasmic factor (Levy and Heald, 2010) . Amounts of importin-α, Ntf2, and lamin were all involved in nuclear scaling. Future analyses will identify additional nuclear size factors and show how changes in size affect genome function.
Jason Brickner described mechanisms of targeting a gene to the nuclear periphery in yeast. Genes were localized by LacO repeats and GFP-LacI. Mutational analyses revealed DNA elements that function as "DNA zip codes" to promote targeting to the nuclear periphery through association with the nuclear pore complex (Ahmed et al., 2010) . A different DNA zip code controls posttranscriptional intranuclear targeting of the INO1 gene. This "memory" zip code is necessary and sufficient for H2A.Z incorporation and priming for reactivation . Specific zip codes may also promote long-range interchromatin interactions between genomic regions sharing the same elements.
Finally, Ana Pombo described how changes in chromatin positioning accompany gene activation, using the human uPA gene (Ferrai et al., 2010) . Prior to induction, uPA alleles are found at the interior of their chromosome territory, associated with poised transcription factories characterized by RNA polymerase II phosphorylation on Serine5, but not Serine2. Gene activation with phorbol esters induced uPA gene repositioning out of its chromosome territory. Investigation of a looping requirement for transcriptional activation showed that gene looping is not required for activity upon induction, but that the internal chromosome territory position prior to activation is important for reinforcing the silent state.
The Minisymposium on Nuclear Cell Biology covered the breadth of nuclear research, from events that control nuclear positioning within cells, to nuclear size control, to chromatin positioning and gene regulation. Future studies will focus on how nuclear position and size influence genome function, how nuclear envelope components might regulate the peripheral localization of individual loci, and how gene activity is regulated in different areas of the nucleus. We therefore look forward to future ASCB programs highlighting nuclear cell biology. 
